Name: __________________  
Quiz: KY Agribusiness Skill Stds. Practice Quiz

Note to Teachers: This Answer Sheet will only be made available to students if there is a corresponding status of Active.  Please check that you have this value set properly along with the correct Activation and De-Activation Dates.  These values can be changed upon Web Enabling a quiz!
Instructions:
 
	This quiz is available to access online from 11/9/2010 to 7/1/2012.  After 7/1/2012, you will no longer be able to submit this quiz over the internet.
	This online quiz is designed to display 5 questions per page.  You must submit each page individually as you complete them until you have finished the entire quiz.  You will not be able to go back and revise your answers after submitting a page.
	You are only allowed to submit this quiz 5 times before it is disabled from online submission.  Upon being disabled, each quiz will remain available for you to print out, however, you will no longer be able to submit the quiz for scoring.
	Upon completing the entire quiz, your score will be automatically calculated and displayed for your convenience.
	Upon completing the entire quiz, you will be prompted to view all incorrect answers.  It is suggested you review any mistakes before exiting this quiz.

Top of Form
Multiple Choice:

Identify the letter of the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.






1)
What is a potential danger that may cause personal injury?
 
	accident

risk
caution
hazard




 




2)
What is a special type of corporation that is designed to provide services to members?
 
	non-profit organization

cooperative
association
corporation




 




3)
Which of the following is an area of technology used in precision farming?
 
	geographic information systems (GIS)

cloning
bovine somatotropin (bST)
mass selection




 




4)
Where is the bulk of biotechnology research taking place?
 
	Africa

China and India
South America
North America




 




5)
What is a teamwork skill?
 
	taking credit for the work and ideas of others

being able to work with various people and conditions
complaining about everything
being inconsiderate of others




 




6)
When disagreeing with authority, what should one do?
 
	before acting, consider the situation

vent and get angry or abusive with the employer
don’t waste your time to carefully explain your feelings 
refuse to compromise your position




 




7)
What is a term for important abilities that help people work together and get along?
 
	being courteous

respecting other people
using common greetings
people skills




 




8)
Which of the following is a good personality-related human relations skill?
 
	uncooperative

rigid
honesty and integrity
undependable




 




9)
__________________________________ means that a person or agribusiness practice is truthful and trustworthy.
 
	Quality of products

Accuracy
Honesty
Honoring a contract




 




10)
What are the personal standards that influence decisions and way of living?
 
	ethics

truths
conflicts
values




 




11)
What is something a person wants to achieve?
 
	winning

money
success
a goal




 




12)
What does a baccalaureate degree involve?   
 
	completing four years of college

education beyond a four-year college degree
two years of education beyond high school
completion of high school but no additional education




 




13)
What is continuing education?
 
	education an individual obtains throughout his or her lifetime

community college studies
formal education
workshops




 




14)
What type of supervised agricultural experience program allows a wide range of experiences?
 
	exploratory SAE

ownership SAE
placement SAE
research and experimentation SAE




 




15)
What is the use of techniques that allow people to resolve problems that arise between them?
 
	conflict

cooperation
conflict resolution
gossip




 




16)
A ___________________ is a business with a single owner/operator.
 
	sole proprietorship 

partnership 
corporation 
cooperative




 




17)
What is an advantage of a sole proprietorship?
 

	Sole proprietors are their own bosses. 

It may be difficult to raise enough capital to begin business. 
All assets, business and personal, may be used to meet debts. 
The proprietor is responsible for the entire business.
 




 




18)
What is a disadvantage of a sole proprietorship?
 
	The proprietor can make quick decisions or change business direction faster. 

The proprietor receives all profits. 
Business expansion decisions are easy to accomplish. 
An injury could cause a stop in the business. 




 




19)
What is an advantage of a partnership?
 
	Partners may not agree on decisions that need to be made. 

Death or illness can cause the dissolution of the business. 
There is unlimited liability among the partners. 
Capital and knowledge of each partner is pooled.




 




20)
What is a disadvantage of a partnership?
 
	Labor and management responsibilities can be divided among the partners. 

Risk of the business is shared. 
Each partner is personally liable for business debts. 
Capital and knowledge of each partner is pooled.




 




21)
What is an advantage of a corporation?
 
	Organizing a corporation can be complicated and costly. 

They usually have additional bookkeeping and accounting costs. 
Freedom of actions and changes to the business is limited. 
There is a separation between ownership and management




 




22)
What is an advantage of a cooperative?
 
	The cooperative’s philosophy centers on member services. 

One person controls the business. 
One or two people pool resources to start the cooperative. 
Cooperatives are generally short-lived.
 




 




23)
Why are records important for an agricultural business?
 
	To determine earnings 

To determine profit and loss 
To determine financial progress or net worth 
All the above




 




24)
What are the two primary functions of records in an agricultural business?
 
	tax purposes and management information 

earnings and profit 
losses and liabilities 
loans and debts




 




25)
What are assets?
 
	debt obligations 

those debts due within one year 
items owned by the business and have value 
those debts due after one year




 




26)
How is net worth or equity is calculated?
 
	by subtracting total liabilities from total assets 

by adding total liabilities and assets 
current liabilities plus non-current liabilities 
current assets plus noncurrent assets




 




27)
______________________ is a financial instrument that shows the profits or losses of a business over a period of time.
 
	Net worth statement 

Income statement 
Cash flow statement 
Expense statement




 




28)
How can a business owner use computerized record keeping?
 
	Track inventories. 

Record tax and accounting information. 
Provide financial statements. 
All the above




 




29)
What looks at income and expenses related to a particular component of the whole business?
 
	enterprise budget 

partial budget 
whole business budget 
budget




 




30)
What is the amount of money that goes in and out of a business?
 
	net worth 

balance sheet 
profit and loss statement 
cash flow
 




 




31)
Which of the following statements best describes precision farming's benefit to agriculture?
	Precision farming practices reduce production costs.

Sustainable agriculture is promoted by improving the precision at which fertilizers and other chemical inputs are applied to a field.
Precision farming is a practice that will best explain modern agriculture's goal to the remaining 98% of the United States population.
Precision farming practices is the future of mapping crops.




 




32)
Variable rate application refers to the use of _______ data of cropping inputs such as seed, fertilizer, lime and pesticides.
	site-specific

new
past years
university




 




33)
GIS is the basis for _______.
	modern agriculture

profitable agriculture
precision farming
satellite agriculture




 




34)
What are the goods produced to meet the needs of customers?
	products

services
scarcities
resources




 




35)
Which is an economic system where the individual owns the resources and can use their time and resources as they want?
	communism

socialism
capitalism
fascism




 




36)
What is the main emphasis of agricultural economics?
	food processing

fiber production
farm production
finance




 




37)
Which of the following is a definition of agribusiness?
	the science that deals with the production, distribution, and consumption of wealth

agricultural groups that provide services at the federal, state, and local levels
a business that buys items from farmers for production; provides services to other agricultural businesses; or is any business that is engaged in the marketing, transportation, processing, and distribution of natural resources
a business that sells items to farmers for production; provides services to other agricultural businesses; or is any business that is engaged in the marketing, transportation, processing, and distribution of agricultural products




 




38)
What is a resource used in production?
	input

output
shotput
import




 




39)
How are value-added products defined?
	those products improved through processing or manufacturing

the value of goods and services America produces
receiving optimum output from an input
an increase in production efficiency




 




40)
Another term for self-concept is ____________.
	philosophy

social skills
self-image
professional image




 




41)
What are those traits related to how a person relates to others called?
	philosophy

social skills
self-image
professional image




 




42)
Which of the following would hold careers related to agrimarketing?
	ornamental horticulture

meat and livestock industry
fruit and vegetable industry
all of the above




 




43)
Agriculture careers that include export and import services, foreign agricultural services, international agricultural research, and the Peace Corps would be classified as _______________.
	international agriculture

agrimarketing
agribusiness credit
all of the above




 




44)
What is a business owned by one person who makes the decisions?
	sole proprietorship

corporation
partnership
limited partnership




 




45)
What is a business that is treated as a single entity but is owned by a group of people?
	sole proprietorship

corporation
partnership
limited partnership




 




46)
What is a business that is owned by two or more people?
	sole proprietorship

corporation
partnership
limited partnership




 




47)
What is the best definition of business management?
	determining what is to be done, where, how, and when it is to be done

the responsibility of a person to make decisions, organize resources to implement decisions, monitor the implementation of decisions, and evaluate the effects of decisions on the overall success of the operation
the grouping together of activities, people, and other resources to carry out the plan
providing instruction and guidance to employees




 




48)
A concise statement of the goals and objectives of a business is referred to as a ___________.
	policy

regulation
constitution
mission




 




49)
Who receives all profits in a sole proprietorship?
	the owner

the partners
the stockholders
the board of directors




 




50)
Who is responsible for business debts in a sole proprietorship?
	the owner

the partners
the stockholders
the board of directors




 




51)
Which of the following is a disadvantage of a sole proprietorship?
	Sole proprietors are their own bosses.

The proprietor owns the assets and runs the business.
It may be difficult to raise enough capital to begin business.
Business expansion decisions are easy to accomplish.




 




52)
What can a franchisor offer to the franchisee?
	access to a company and product with a proven track record

management training
advertising
all of the above




 




53)
What is an advantage of a franchise?
	The franchisee must invest a significant amount in set-up and franchise costs.

The franchisor may require that a portion of each month's sales be paid back to it in the form of a royalty.
The franchise offers a nationally recognized name and reputation.
The franchisee may not have much say in the design of the building and its interior design.




 




54)
What is a disadvantage of a franchise?
	Franchisees have access to initial and continuing training and counseling.

The franchisee can depend on successful methods for controlling inventory and operations.
The franchisee is offered assistance in securing a location and designing a building.
Franchisors usually have a large number of rules and regulations that must be followed.




 




55)
What are goods sold to another country?
	exports

imports
contraband
emigrants




 




56)
_____________ states that when the price of a product is lowered, with no change in other factors, less of the product will be supplied.
	Law of Supply

Law of Diminishing Returns
Law of Demand
Principle of Equimarginal Returns




 




57)
Which law states that when the price of a product is increased with no change in other factors, less product will be purchased?
	Law of Supply

Law of Diminishing Returns
Law of Demand
Principle of Equimarginal Returns




 




58)
____________ states that as a variable resource is added to fixed resources, marginal output declines immediately or after an initial stage of increasing marginal returns.
	Law of Supply

Law of Diminishing Returns
Law of Demand
Principle of Equimarginal Returns




 




59)
_____________ means that only the original principal earns interest over the life of the transaction.
	compound interest

simple interest
interest calculation
exchange rate




 




60)
________________ is the study of individual economic choices.
	resource scarcity

budgeting
macroeconomics
microeconomics




 




61)
Which of the following is a basic principle of a good business organization?
	The method of organization is complex and the levels of authority are tricky to understand.

Resources such as facilities, labor, equipment, and capital, need not be available for the business.
The business operation must be inefficient.
Employee compensation should be equitable and provide incentives for productivity.




 




62)
________________ is an end one strives to attain.
	mission statement

guideline
promotion
goal




 




63)
What is a business plan?
	a study of an area including possible consumers, traffic patterns, accessibility, and visibility

the written description of all aspects of an agribusiness
local, state, and federal restrictions and insurance requirements
the money invested in an agribusiness by an investor




 




64)
What is a fixed cost?
	those costs not dependent on sales, production, or service

are those costs directly related to the business's volume of sales and production
initial costs related to starting a business
all of the above




 




65)
What is an investment that sees individual investors pool their money and professional money managers manage the pool?
	mutual funds

stocks
bonds
certificate of deposit




 




66)
What is collateral?
	a monthly budget

a listing of assets, debts, etc.
property that will be taken if repayment is not made
a loan for a vacation




 




67)
Using the formula agiven what is the interest amount on $5,000 at 10% interest for one year?
Interest=principal x rate x time
	$50

$100
$500
$1,000




 




68)
Why are records important for an agricultural business?
	to determine earnings

to determine profit and loss
to determine financial progress or net worth
all of the above




 




69)
What are items owned by the business and have value?
	assets

liabilities
profits
debts




 




70)
What is revenue?
	cash receipts from services performed, products sold, etc.

cash paid for services, inputs purchased, etc.
debts due after one year
those items with useful lives of greater than one year




 




71)
How can computerized record keeping be helpful to agribusiness managers?
	Monitor feed rations.

Provide financial statements.
Record tax and accounting information.
All of the above.




 




72)
What is the value or worth of the property beyond what is owed on it?
	taxation

expenses
capital
equity




 




73)
How is a balance sheet defined?
	a business event or activity that must be recorded

a statement detailing the profits and losses of a business over a given period of time, such as monthly, quarterly, or yearly
a formal financial statement that makes plans for the future
a financial statement that summarizes the assets, liabilities, and net worth of a business




 




74)
What is a listing of the duties and responsibilites of an employee?
	interview

job description
obituary
resume




 




75)
Which of the following is a way of evaluating prospective employees?
	Evaluate previous training and experience through candidates' resumes and applications.

Check with business and personal references.
Contact other employers in the industry to gain more information about different candidates.
All of the above.




 




76)
What does it mean to provide equal employment opportunities?
	improved working conditions outlined by the Occupation and Safety Health Act (OSHA)

elimination of any sexual harassment in the work place
employment without prejudicial discrimination including recruitment; hiring; termination; promotion; training; salary, benefits, and privileges; and working conditions.
discrimination in employment based on race, sex, color, or religion




 




77)
Which pay system option has employees paid according to the number of items they produce rather than by the hour or day?
	salary system

hourly work or day work system
piecework system
all of the above




 




78)
____________ are ways for employers to provide additional compensation to employees beyond base wages.
	piecework

salary
commision
fringe benefits




 




79)
What is the purpose of advertising?
	to assist in marketing decisions

to determine marketing decisions
to decrease sales of products or services
to increase sales of products or services




 




80)
Which of the following is true of a personal sales approach?
	They are often held in conjunction with local universities.

It involves providing customers and potential customers a regular publication.
It is relatively expensive, but most businesses recognize that the personal relationship involved in such an approach is generally more effective than other methods of selling.
This approach is used most often to develop early contacts or to keep customers informed of new developments.




 




81)
How is insurance defined?
	the protection by written contract against whole or part of a financial loss based on the happenings of specific events

the amount of covered charges incurred by the insured that must be assumed by the insured before benefits from the insurance company become payable
protection against minor occurrences, which may only be of minor financial consequence
all of the above




 




82)
__________ is a legally enforceable agreement negotiated between two or more persons.
	A deed

A lease
A contract
A title




 




83)
Which of the following is a function required of a package?
	Attract the buyer's attention.

Describe the contents and give information about the contents.
Protect the goods inside.
All of the above




 




84)
What is the amount that is added to a price called?
	mark up

fixed cost
variable cost
total revenue




 




85)
The largest percentage of goods in the United States is shipped by ______________.
	barges

trucks
airplane
rail




 




86)
What form documents the country in which the goods being shipped were produced?
	certificate of origin

insurance certificate
bill of lading
Pro forma invoice




 




87)
What are the three essential elements of a marketing program?
	sales, receipts, and profit

price, quality, and service
customers, goods, and facilities
inventory, merchandise, and costs




 




88)
What is a problem-solving process to find out what the customer needs, provide the customer with choices, help the customer select the best solution, and solve the problem?
	advertising

buying
marketing
selling




 




89)
What are four steps prior to buying a product?
	figuring out needs, checking one's finances, finding a solution, and reaffirming the choice

figuring out needs, looking for facts to fulfill needs, finding the perfect goods, and reaffirming the choice
figuring out needs, looking for facts to fulfill needs, finding a solution, and reaffirming the choice
figuring out needs, looking for facts to fulfill needs, finding a solution, and second-guessing the choice




 




90)
Which buying motive involves buyers that base their purchases on fact?
	emotional motive

rational motive
product buying motive
patronage motive




 




91)
A ___________ is any person or organization that uses goods or services.
	heterotroph

producer
consumer
autotroph




 




92)
What is per capita consumption?
	the amount of consumption of specific items per individual in a nation

the amount of production of specific items per individual in a nation
the amount of consumption of specific items by the entire population in a nation
the amount of production of specific items by the entire population in a nation




 




93)
When U.S. commodities are purchased by other countries to satisfy their needs they are called _______________.
	import markets

export markets
domestic markets
open markets




 




94)
Which of the following statements is true?
	Citizens in the U.S. are decreasingly concerned with their health.

Ready-to-cook and ready-to-serve food products are in low demand, even though they cost less than foods that require more preparation.
Single income families have more money and are willing to spend it for different kinds of food, clothing, and housing.
Major consumer trends are associated with health, ease of use or preparation, and standard of living.




 




95)
What is agricultural law?
	a system of rules intended to reflect generally accepted principles of right and wrong

those rules of law specifically applicable to agricultural issues and pursuits
a body with authority, such as Congress, a state legislature, a city council, or a village board, sets forth in the form of written commands, prohibitions, requirements, privileges and rights, which then become the duties or the rights of those to whom they apply
law developed from court interpretations of rules of law




 




96)
What is an agreement between two or more parties that includes a promise that the law will enforce or recognize as a duty?
	restitution

rescission
contract
consideration




 




97)
What is a type of mandatory insurance that provides payment to employees injured on the job regardless of who is at fault?
	social security

worker's compensation
401 K's
comp time




 




98)
How is child labor defined?
	as individuals under the age of 18 working in return for payment

as individuals under the age of 21 working in return for payment
as individuals under the age of 18 working for free
as individuals under the age of 21 working for free




 




99)
What is the role of OSHA?
	It sets forth minimum requirements for those employers using migrant labor.

It attempted to balance the need for foreign workers in certain areas of agriculture with increased control over illegal immigration.
It is federal legislation that addresses minimum wages for workers.
It provides for standards intended to reduce work related injuries and requires employers to furnish a workplace free of recognized hazards.




 




100)
What is a liquid asset?
	one that can be converted to cash quickly

one that can be converted to stocks quickly
one that can be converted to bonds quickly
one that can be converted to credit quickly




 




101)
What is the insertion of products into containers?
	assembling

material handling
packaging
storing




 




102)
What specify restrictions on travel in order to keep pests and diseases from spreading?
	licensing

quarantine regulations
operations regulations
service regulations




 




103)
Why do we need taxes?
	We don't.

We need taxes to pay for many things including schools, roads, payment of elected officials, police, military forces, public buildings, firefighters, and bridges.
We need taxes to pay tax refunds.
We need taxes to pay corporations and small businesses.




 




104)
What is the collection agency for taxes in the United States?
	EPA

OSHA
IRS
FDA




 




105)
What is money collected on the sale of goods and services?
	stamp tax

property tax
inheritance tax
sales tax




 




106)
What is the Chicago Board of Trade?
	a center where contracts for gold, silver, U.S. Treasury bonds, U.S. Treasury notes, wheat, corn, oats, rough rice, and others can be traded

a center where gold, silver, U.S. Treasury bonds, U.S. Treasury notes, wheat, corn, oats, rough rice, and others can be displayed
a center where mortgage interest rate contracts are traded
a center for the Great Chicago Fire




 




107)
What are simply contracts that are legally binding agreements made on the trading floors?
	futures

options
cash settlements
exchanges




 




108)
___________ are contracts that give you the right, but not the obligation to buy or sell a futures contract at a specific price.
	futures

options
cash settlements
exchanges




 




109)
What is the chance that loss may occur?
	insurance

premium
risk
contract




 




110)
What is a system requiring employers to cover employees for job related injuries?
	life insurance

health insurance
workers' compensation
property insurance




 




111)
What term is used for the amount the policyholder pays to the insurance company?
	insurance

premium
risk
contract




 




112)
What is enterprise diversification in agriculture?
	It involves spreading production out over a wide geographical area.

It refers to the undertaking of a variety of business projects by an agricultural producer.
It is the process of holding multiple assets in order to minimize the total effect of variations in their returns.
It is the savings in production costs as a result of specialization.




 




113)
What is an insurance carrier?
	the company that offers protection against financial loss based on the occurrence of specific events

the company that provides human risk training
the company that offers financial rewards based on the occurrence of injuries
the company that offers peer reviews




 




114)
Agricultural exports make up about _________% of all U.S. exports.
	90

50
25
10




 




115)
Agricultural imports make up about _______% of total U.S. imports.
	80

50
20
5




 




116)
What are fees imposed by importing nations upon sales of products in their country from exporting nations?
	tariffs

embargoes
trade concessions
duties




 




117)
What is the purpose of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)?
	expand international trade

to remove most barriers of trade and investment among the U.S., Canada, and Mexico
to provide a framwork to negotiate reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers
assist those in need
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